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MR. TEBDUT'I'S OBSERVATORY, NEW SOUTH \VALES.
The report of l\Ir. Tebbutt's Observatory, \Vindsor, New South 
\Vale•, that there was no relaxation in the observations 

on during 1893. The work done is quite equal in im
portance and amount to that of previous years. In addition to 
constant meridian work, a number of occultations were observed. 
Interesting phenomena were noted at the disappearance of 
..-1•Arietis on january 26, 1893, and ;\lr. Tehbutt thinks that the 
star should be examined with a powerful telescope, as it is pro
bably a triple one. The conjunction of Saturn and Virginis in 
April observed· aha the occultation of Saturn and Titan 
on May 25. Brooks' Comet (1S9z VI.) was followed from 
!'ovember 28, 1892, to _Tune 19, 1li93, and tbe Rordame-Quen
tSSet Comet (1892 II.) from July 29 to 13, 1893. A 
series of measures of the binary star a Centauri were also 
made. \Vhen it is remembered that all the astronomical, and 
nearly all the meteorological, observations are made by Mr. 
Tebbutt himself, as well as the greater portion of the astrono· 
mica! reductions, it is impossible not to admire his devotion to 
astronomical work. The smallness of the number of southern 
ast10nomers makes his observations all the more important. 

A NEW SPIRAL NEBULA.-At a recent meeting of the Royal 
Astronon:'ical Society, Dr. Robert<; exhibited a photograph of 
a new nebula in Perseus (Jlonthly Notices R.A.S., April 
1894). The nebula is in R.A. 2h. 29m. Dec!. + 38• 31'·4. 
.It is 51s. preceding, and 5'·4 south of the nebula No. 1023 
m the New General Catalogue. The accompanying cut from 
one of Dr. Roberts' photograph•, shows the latter as a 

lenticular body a little below the centre, while the new object 
appears as a faint patch almost directly above it near the top of 
the figure. The illustration will serve to indicate the position 
of the nebula, hut the spiral character has been lost in the re
production. Dr. Roberts thinks that the nebula is new to 
Jcience, for ifis not recorded in the New General Catalogue. 
\Vith regard to its character he says:-" The convolutions of 
the are v·ery faint, but clearly visible on the negative, 
and involved in them are four 14-15 mag. stars, and six or seven 
stars, or star-like condensations, less bright than the 16th mag. 
The convolutions are and proceed from a very 
faint star· like nucleus." 

TWENTY-FIVE YEARS OF CHEMISTRY JN 
RUSSIA. 

IN November la•t, l11e Russian Chemical anrl Physical Society 
commemOJaterl.the twenty-fifth anniversary of its founda· 

tioo, and the addres<es delivered on this nccasion are r.ow 
published in a separate as an appendix to journal. 
The activity of the Russian chemists having been chiefly centred 
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round the Society, the addresses on the progress of physical 
chemistry, by N. N. lleketoiT; of organic chemistry, by N. A. 
Menshutkin; on researches in the aromatic series, by Th. 
lleilstein-all in connection with the Russian Chemical 
Society-may be taken as so many excellent reviews of the 
progress of these respective branches of chemistry in Russia. 
The first two addresses are especially full of interest, as there 
is not one of the great questions which have occupied the 
attention of chemists dunng the last five-and-twenty years 
to which Rus;ian chemists have not contributed some 
work of importance. The researches in connection with the 
periodical Jaw, by its discoverer him;elf, and later on by 
Bazar off and Prof. Flavilz!.-y; the work of Prof. Gustavson, on 
the double substitutions of anhydrides; the researches of 
Prof. Potylitzin, into the mutual substitutions of haloids, also in 
the absence of water and at a high temperature, which induced 
Berthelot to make new researches in order to verify his law; 
and the discovery, by the same chemist, of the dependency 
between the limit of substitution of chlorine hy bromine and 
their atomic weights, are passed in review. Next come P. D. 
Khrus!Jchoff's researches into the heat of solution of mixtures 
of salts; which gave a further confirmation of the Berthelot, 
Guldberg, and \Vaage's Jaw; the well-known exhaustive 
researches of Prof. i\Ienshutkin into the speeds of reactions ; 
and those of Kajander (prior to those of Arrhenius), into the 
dependency of these speeds upon the electrical conducti
bility of the combining bodies; the thermochemical work 
of Lughinin and \Verner, and other works of minor import· 
ance. And, finally, the Russian chemists have contributed 
many and varied researches into the dependencies of phy
sical properties of bodies upon their chemical composition 
and structure; such, .for instance, as Goldstein's, which have 
Jed to the discovery of a law expressing the rise of the boiling 
point of many hydrocarbons as a function of their molecular 
weights; while the imp01tant contributions of Mendeleef, 
Konovaloff, Alekseeff, and also Scherbacheff, . to the theory of 
solutions, and Prof. Bunge's work in electrolysis, are well known 
to West European scientists. 

The work done in Russia during the same period in organic 
chemistry il', perhaps, even still more important; but it can 
hardly be dealt with in a few lines, although, out of more than 
a thousand papers contributed in this department, Prof, 
l\lemhutkin only mentioned those "of which," he said, "the 
history of chemistry will retain some impression.'' l\Iany works 
of importance have been grouped by the re\'iewer around 
Butlerofi's researches into the tertiary alcohols-a whole 
school of explorers of the fat series having been created by the 
well-known Kazan professor; while another series of re
searches into the aromatic compounds was made under 
the impuhe given to these researches by Zinin and Beilstein. 
These last are so extremely valuable that they rightly form 
the subject of another well-filled address, delivered by 
the present leader of this school, Prof. lleilstein. Th. R. 
\Vreden, in Russia, was one of the first to recognise the im· 
parlance of those organic compounds which stand between the 
fat and the aromatic series ; and though his work, which went 
against the then current opinions in science, did not attract the 
attention it fully deserved, the ulterior nsearches of lleilstein, 
Kurbatoff, and l\Iarkovnikoff into the compounds entering into 
the composition of the llaku naphtha have shown that he was on 
the right track, and fully confirmed his suggestions. The 
existence of these intermediate forms, which have their rings 
composed of atoms of carbon only, is now a recognised fact, and 
their study has already led to many important discoveries, 
while it promises many more. A short review of the work done 
in Russia, in connection and with the rela
tions bet ween the physical properties of organic compounds anrl 
their clremical composition and structure, concludes this most in· 
teresting address. "Chemistry," Prof. liienshutkin says towards 
the end of it, "is rapidly approaching the time when it will be 
no more a descriptive science, but a mechanics of atoms, and the 
history of the Russian Chemical Society is intimately connected 
with that part of the history of science." 

THE LANDSLIP AT GOHNA, GARHIVAL. 

SIR E. DUCK has sent to us, through l\fr. E. D. l\Iaclagan, 
Under-Secretary to the Government of India, an advar.ce 

copy of a report, with maps and plates, by l\Ir. T. H. Holland, 
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of the Indian Survey, on the great land>lip in 
the Kumaon Hill;. The land;lip has been more than once re· 
ferred to in these columns, but Mr. Holland's repnt, from which 
the following extracts have been made, is the first detailed in· 
formation that ha> reached us on the occurrence. 

Mr. Holland made a journey to Gohna last February, that 
is, five months after the Jandslip, and when the lake, formed 
by the barrier fallen across the Birahi Ganga valley, had risen 
to within 290 feet of the top of the dam. His investigations 
lead him to believe that the Jake will IJe full and will overflow 
the barrier about the middle of August. Means for recording, 
by instantaneous photographs, the effects of the water on the 
dam have been arranged by the Government of the North· 
\\'estern Province. 

Gohna in British Garhwal (lat. 30• 22' 18" N., and long. 
79• 31' 40'' E.) is a small village in the valley of the Dirahi 
Ganga, a river running westward and joining, at a point S 
miles west of Gohna, the Alaknanda, one of the principal 
tributaries of the Ganges. The village i; about 130 miles north 
of Naini Tal, and by the road which follows the valley of the 
Alaknanda, it is J6o miles from Hardwar. 

The bed of the Birahi Ganga, sloping at about is at 
Gohna 4600 feet above sea·level, and is the bottom of a narrow 
gorge with steep, and sometimes precipitous, sides. The gentler 
slopes are grass·covered, and higher up clothed with evergreen 
oak, fir, and rhododendron. In the more open parts of the 
valley, n small amount of cultivation is carried on by the few 
inhabitants of the small groups of houses dignified by the 
name of villages. The river basin, which is twenty miles long 
and nirie miles wide, is bounded on the north and east by a snow· 
clad ridge rising to 21,286 feet. A considerable portion of the 
water of the river is therefore derived from the melting snows, 
and it consequently receives its greatest supply dnring the warmer 
months. The area of the basin east of Gohna, and consequently 
the area draining into the lake which has been formed by the 
Jandslip, is about ninety square miles. · 

From the account of the villagers there seem to have been 
fields the sloping portion of the gorge near Gohn::t on both 
sides of the river, whilst the hill they speak of ::ts 1\Iaith:i.na
the one which fell-rose almost vertically above the slope on 
the north side of the river. Two years ngo there was a small 
slip between !IIaith:\na and Gohna village. On the 6th of last 
September (1893), and towards the close of the rainy season, 
two falls took' place, d::tmming back the river to form a lake. 
Falling continued for three days with deafening noise and 
clouds of dust which darkened the neighbourhood and fell for 
miles around, whitening the ground and tree·branches like 
snow. Further slips occurred at suhsequent inten·als after 
heavy rain; and at the time of l\Ir. Holland's visit, a day's rain 
or fall of snow was always succeeded by falls. Dlocks of several 
tous would bound from ledge to ledge for more than 3000 
feet over the broken hill face with a low rumbling noise and the 
production of clouds of dust. The hill which fell was a spur of 
over 11,109feet high; but except on the edge of the precipice, 
where pieces could be pushed over with the foot, l\Ir. Holland 
found no cracks in the hill. The rocks exposed on the cliff. 
front are crumbled and faulted in a complicated manner and 
with varying dip; but on the west side of the slip the dip is 
towards the valley at a lower angle than that of the precipice, 
the average inclination of which is 54•. The mass of broken 
material which fell stretches for two miles along the river valley, 
and rests against the cliff of similar rocks on the opposite side 
a mile away. On the higher mounds, from which the mud has 
been washed away, large masses, sometimes weighing hundreds 
of tons, of crumpled dolomitic limestones are seen pitched in 
obliquely and shot out like a pack of In the first fall, at 
any rate, the hill must have pitched forward and not have slipped 
down in the usual fashion of smaller slides. Dlocks hurled a 
mile away against the oppo;ite cliff have knocked down num· 
bers of trees. The second main fall now 5tands as a heap of 
irregularly piled blocks weighing from about thirty tons down 
to ordinary hand specimens. 

The surface of the dam expo;ed in early March was about 
423 acres; but it was gradually being submerged on the eastern 
side by the rising Jake. The lake in the beginning of March 
was miles long, . J mile wide at the widest part, and covered 
370 ncres. It was then ri;ing at the rate of about six inches 

day; but with the melting of the snows in the hot 
season, the ri;e must become more rapid. When fall it will, 
unless :1 cutting is made, overflow nt a point 585o feet 
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above sea-level ; and the stream, rushing down an incline 
of u•, will rapidly cut with increasing head :1 channel in the 
mud and loose stones, which cover that portion of the dam, 
until its speed is checked by the reduction of slope and the 
exposure of large blocks of dolomite which must occur below at 
no great depth. Mr. Holland· found it impossible from mere 
inspection to estimate the thickness of the soft mud, but he 
thinks that if the rapid erosion becomes arrested before 100 feet 
has been cut, there will be preserved above n lake 3t miles long 
nnd It miles wide, the destruction of which by gradual erosion of 
the dam and silting up oft he basin, though a matter of time geo
logically considered short, will be snfficiently slow for what 
historically may be called a permanent Jake. The lake view . 
from the dam is the crowning charm of scenery typicaRy Ilima
Jayan and wild. The steep mountain slopes, partially clad with 
fir, evergreen oak, and gorgeously·llowered rhododendron, 
slope steeply down on either side to the blue-green waters of 
the lake, whilst to the east Tirsi1l and two associated peaks, 
rising over 2o,ooo feet, with snow-clad slopes and glaciers, form 
the background of the picture (Fig. 1). 

It is pointed out that at several places in the Himalayas, 
lakes have in the recent past been formed by landslips, filled, 
and nfterw:uds cut through by their own streams. · 1\lr. Old· 
ham has described the very interesting case of Turag Tal near 
Gonain in AI mora District, which was formed behind a barrier 
of slipped limestone 250 feet high. The level of the alluvium 
in the lake is now within 50 feet of top of the barrier, so the 
age of the Jake is measured by the lime required · to deposit 
alluvium to a thickness of 200 feet. (Rcc: Gtol. Surv. India, 
vol. xvi. 1883, p. 164.) 

Whilst the steep slopes of the mountains around the lake at 
Gohna add greatly to the beauty of the view, they are 
tunately a source of danger to the lake itself on account of th:u 
liahility to follow the example of Maith:ina and slide down, diS· 
placing proportionately large bodies of water. At one spot, :1 

little to the south-east of the dam and half· way to Durmi, where 
the dolomites dip in the direction of the steep slope towards the 
lake, the hill may at any time slide into the lake. In 18?9, 
higher up the same valley, a small lake, Gudyar Tal, havmg 
been formed in the same way by a Jandslip, became suddenly 
nearly filled with a second slip and displacement of a body of 
water, which flooded the valley of the Alaknanda and washed 

. away part of Srinagar, 78 miles below. That this, sooner or later, 
will take place, seems to be certain; but when, it is impossible 
to say. The very size of the lake, however, will be a safeguard 
against high floods. Suppose, for instance, that the permanent 
bke bad an area of 500 acres, and a slip of 12,500,000 
cubic feet occurred-the maximum po>sibility near the 
east corner of the dam-the result would be that the water m 
the lake would rise about 7 inches. There are, however, one 
or two steep precipices on the north side of the Jake, which Mr. 
Holland could not examine, and which he thinks might probably 
give larger slip,. 

Fears have frequently been expressed concerning the danger 
of the dam bursting under the hydrostatic pressure of the water 
accumulating in the lake above. The sections and map 
accompanying Mr. Holland's report should be sufficiently c?n· 
vincing to any engineer; but to remove any doubt concermng 
the security of the barrier, the strength of the dam is con· 
veniently compared by· a simple calculation \\·ith the actual 
hydrostatic pressure which it will have to resist before overflow 
occurs. 

The point referred to as 5850 feet above is np· 
proximately in the centre of the dam, and lies in its weakest 
section. It is shown that this weak section would weigh about 
401,922 tons. When the overflow is about to take place, the 
horizontal hydrostatic pressure against the section will be 
13,950 tons. 

The weight of the section is thus nearly twenty-nine times 
the horizontal pressure of the water. Dut even supposing this 
section to be free of friction from the sides, and only offers the 
resistance estimated by its own coefficient on a bed of the 
same material, it would require about four. fifths of its ·own 
weight to move it; that is to say, a pressure of 321,536 tons. 
But as the maximum horizontal pressure of the water will only 
be 13,950 tons, the weakest section of the dam is at !tast 
twenty·three time; the necessary strength. This estimate 
would, of course, be still higher if the weight of the thou· 
sands of tens of dolomitic blocks which rise on either side the 
weak section and point of overflow were taken into considera-
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tion. Finally, the enormous pile of rubbish, weighing quite 
8oo,ooo,ooo tons and lying in a valley nearly one mile wide, 
would, if shifted, become jammed into a gorge only 500 feet 
wide. 

Mr. Holland trace:; several causes, which were some time 
conspiring to the one end of bringing about the catastrophe 
-that has been attended with such serious consequences at 
Gohna. 

Among these the principal, or more correctly, the one which 
gave facilities for the action of all the others, is the dip of 
the strata towards the gorge. Over Gohna village, the dip of 
the dolomites in the south-east direction increases, until in 
MartMna itself the beds are inclined in the face of the cliff at 
an angle of about 45•-so•, and consequently large platey 
surfaces are exposed by the fall. As the dip of the rocks is 
greater than the angle of repose of dolomite or shale-slabs, 
sliding would naturally take place when necessary facilities are 

pendicular cliff is safe on the south side in which direction the 
rocks dip, there is a perpetual slipping on the north side, and 
no slope greater than the angle of repose of the loose blocks 
would be safe. 

In the landslip at Gohna not only was the support removed 
by undermining at the foot of the slope, and loosening of the 
beds, but the beds were impelled outwards by a series of changes 
following as a natural consequence of the processes which 
destroyed the originally compact nature of the strata. These 
causes combined, taking advantage of the stratigraphical 
facilities, precipitated the mass of material which now dams 
back the Dirahi Ganga. They are as follows:-

( 1) Thou producing a loosmiug of the strata. 
(a) Dolomitlsation. 
(b) Solution by atmo•pheric waters. 
(c) Reduction of coefficient of friction by water. 

Fi;:. •· View of Gohna Tal from the edge of the Dam, 190 feet below overflow point. Tirsul (23,406 feet) ami ti\"J associated peaks (over 2o,coo feet) 
form the ba ground 

presented. So long as the slope of the surface does not exceed 
in angle the dip of the strata there is no danger of a slip ; but 
when, as in this case, the foot of the slope is undermined by 
the action of a· river and by springs, the average slope of the 
surface is increased, and there is a tendency for the beds lying 
between the line of slope and the line of dip to slide off. 

It is pointed out that the influence of the dip of the 
strata in fashionin!i the surface slope is well illustrated in 
the Cheddar Valley. The river has cut a gorge approxi· 
mately in the direction of the strike of the carboniferous 
limestone, which dips on both sides of the river at an angle 
of 15°·24° south. The south side of the gorge is an almost 
perpendicular cliff 400 feet high, whilst on the north side 
the slope is only slightly greater than the dip of the beds, 
which are constantly, though gradually, slipping down as the 
river is deepening its valley. Thus, whilst an almost per· 
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(2) Subuqumt changes imJdling rtrata i1z the dir<ctiou "./ 
least resistance. 

(a) Expansion of products on oxidation and hydration. 
(b) Changes of temperature. 
(c) Hydrostatic pressure. 

Mr. Holland de;cribes the action of each of these causes, 
and concludes his report by pointing out that owing to the _fact 
that the folding of the Himalayan range has continued to times 
geologically re:ent, if not still in action, there a 
condition of strain frequently manifeHing and rehenng us elf by 
earthquakes, and of sleep slopes with IUshing torrents, 
frequently resulting in landslips. \\'hen subsequently the 
inequalities of level have been sufficiently reduced by denuda· 
tion, the slopes will be more stable, rinrs less violent, and the 
scenery tamer-a condition of affairs exemplified by the more 
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geologically old-fashioned peninsular portion of India. Water, 
the great agent of denudation, has, by its chemical and physical 
action, been the cause of the Iandslip at Gohna, but the effects 
of !the potential energy accumulating in the lake have to be 
patienty awaited. 

SCIENCE IN THE "1IAGAZ!NES. 

IN the Fortnightly Prof. Karl Pearson hea.ds a forcible article 
on "Socialism a.nd Natural Selection" with the following 

quotation from Darwin:-" \\'hat a foolish idea seems to pre· 
vail ••. on the connection between Socialism and Evolution 
through Natural Selection." His contribution is a diatribe 
a.gainst the views set forth by Mr. Kidd in '• Social Evolution" 
and the reviewers who have hailed the work as scientific in its 
construction and conclusions. Dr. Louis Robinson points out 
the glaring moral inconsistency of the majority of anti-vivisec· 
tionists, who "while they claim to be actuated by the great 
principle that kindness to all living creatures should be a rule 
from which only the direst necessity can excuse us ••• are con· 
tent to ignore the cruelties which are most wanton, most severe, 
and most frequently inflicted. Moreover, this strange callous· 
ness to the great mass of animal suffering is not deemed incon
sistent with a frenzied onslaught on the practice of experiment· 
ing upon animals in the interest of medical science, although 
such experiments are deemed absolutely needful by nearly all 
those who know a.nything at all about the subject, a.nd although 
the pain so caused is but as a drop in the ocean when compared 
with that inflicted in sport, or for monetary profit. •••. 
Now what would all the good hum:mitarbns say, if some man of 
science, pursuing knowltdge rather than pleasure, were delibe
rately to smash the leg of an animal, and lacerate its flesh with 
some blunt instrumtnt, and merely to save himself a little 
trouble, were to let it cmwl about the laboratory, with a com
pound fracture :md wounds unattended to, while he busied 
himself with something else? \Vhat, if he were to com· 
mence an operation on a pigeon by wrenching off a wing and 
gouging out an eye, and then were I o stroll ofT to lunch, and a 
game of billiards, intending to come back and finish the business 
when he had leisure? What if he were to tear open the abdo
minal cavity of a rabbit, and, rather than spend a quarter of an 
hour in completing the operation he had begun, were callously 
to let it die in all the unspeakable agonies of peritonitis? What, 
again, would they SlY if, when the vicar dropped in to after
noon tea and asked about the result of the experiments, our in· 
vestigator were to smile and rub his guilty hands as he replied 
that he had had a most enjoyable morning? And, lastly, what 
would they say about the vicar if on hearing this shameless 
avowal he joined in the abominable rejoicings of his host, and 
accepted a gift of the mangled carcases of the victims?" 

The contains a reply by Prof. Bonney to Dr. 
\Vallace's arguments in favour of the excavation of lake basins 
by glaciers (For/nightly, Nov. and Dec. 1893). Prof. Bonney 
winds up by "Notwithstanding Dr. \Vallace's in· 
genious advocacy of the erosh·e power of glaciers an·d ice-sheets, 
I maintain that these can excavate only under the most favour
able conditions, and then but to a limitfd extent, and that they 
are proved by a close of the Alpine peaks and valleys to 
have been incapable of hollowing out the great lakes of that 
chain." 

Dr. Carl Lumholtz has been for the past three years making 
explorations in the almost unknown regions of the Sierra l\Iadre 
in !\lexica. The first of a series of papers on his discoveries 
appears in Sctilmer"s under the title, "Amonj.! the 
Tarahumaris." The paper is profustly illustrated from photo
graphs taken by the author. The following extracts are of 
interest:-

"Cave-dwellers are found among the following tribes, count· 
ing from the north : The southnn l'imas, the Tarahumaris, and 
the allied tribe of Hua.rogios, and the Tepehuanes. All these 
tribes inhabit the Stale of Chihuahua and are more or less 
mountaineers living almost entirely in the great Sierra Madre 
range. Of these people the Tarahumaris are most attached 
to caves, the Tepehuanes the least. All are linguistically 
rela.ted. In someoftheircustoms and m:1nners they also greatly 
resemble each other, while in others, a.s \veil as in character, 
they are strikingly different. Very lillie that may be called 
accurate was known of these tribes. The Tarahumaris, the 
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most primitive of them and the least affected by Mexican civili· 
sat ion, are the most interesting." 

As to the relation of these people to the cliff-dwellers of the 
south-west, Dr. Lumholtz remarks: "Are the cave-dwellers 
related to the ancient cliff-dwellers of the south-western part of 
the United States and northern l\Iexico? Decidedly not. Their 
very aversion to Jiving more than one family in .a cave, and 
their lack of sociability, marks a strong contrast with the ancient 
clifT-dwel!ers who were by nature gregarious. The fact that 
people live in caves is in itself extremely interesting, but this 
alone does not prove any connection between them and the 
ancient cliff-dwellers. Although the Tarahumari is very intelli
gent, he is backward in the arts al!d industries. His pottery is 
exceedingly crude, as compared with the work found in the old 
cliff-dwellings, and its decoration i< infantile a.s contrasted with 
the cliff-dwellers' work. The cliff-dwellers brought the art of 
decoration to a comparatively high state, as shown in the relics 
found in their dwellings. But the cave-dweller of to-day shows 
no suggestion of such skill. Moreover, he is utterly devoid of 
the atchitectural gift, which resulted in the remarkable rock 
structure> of the early cliff-dwellers. These people, so far as 
concerns their cave-dwelling cannot be ranked abm·e 
troglodytes." 

Prof. N. S. Shaler, of Harvard, continues his popular studies 
of domestic animals with a paper on '' Ileasts of Ilurden, ''show
ing the great part they have played in the civilisation of man. 
The article is richly illustrated. 

A chatty article on British vipers is contributed to Chamben's 
by Dr. A. Stradling. This journal also contains "Wintering 
on Ilen Nevis," by Mr. R. C. Mossman, being a description of 
meteorological phenomena observed during a winter's exile in 
the Ben Nevis Observatory. \\'e also note n description of some 
of the methods adopted by the modern pharmaceutist to make 
the medicines he dispenses less objectionable than formerly; 
an article on diamonds, and others on recent developments of 
photography, "The Sleep of Plants," and "Nest-building 
Insects." 

Sir Henry Roscoe writes on "The New Education" in the 
Humauitan"an, and states in his article what is being done in 
the way of technical instruction. The !'arne journal is the arena 
of a more or less heated discussion on vivi>ection. Lady Burton 
expatiates upon "The Position of Animals in the Scale of 
Nature," and Dr. E. Berdoe replies to Prof. Victor Horsley's 
criticisms which appeared in the June number. Lady Burton 
suggests that criminals sentenced to de;;.th should be given the 
option of being experimented upon or of dying a felon's death. 
The •arne idea has been put forward by another writer. In the 
Sunday .Afaga:ine we find a concluding article on "The Stun 
we are made of," by Dr. J. M. Hobson. 

Sir Robert Ball must have a ra.ther poor opinion of the readers 
of Casuli's Firmily llfngazim, or he would not offer them such 
"an old, old stury" as that he tells in "A Talk about the 
Pleiades." A few remarks on the visibility of stars in the cluster 
are followed by some trite conclusions upon the gregarious 
character of the proper motions, a vague statement as to the 
spectra of the components, and a description c.f the photography 
of the group. All this is illustrated by two cuts from one of tbe 
author's books and a reproduction of the plate based upon the 
photograph taken by the Brothers Henry some years ago. Nothing 
but the author's reputation would have the insertion of 
such a commonplace contribution. An article of a better stamp 
is his sketch of the life of Sir William Herschel in Good 1Vords, 
being the third of a series on "The Great Astronomers." Thts 
series is evidently intended to be published in book form when 
completed. Misconception will certainly result, however, 
from the description of the discovery of Uranus. From Sir 
Robert Ball's account, readers are led to believe that Herschel 
knew that the object that came within his ken in l\larch 1782 
was a planet, as soon as he had found that it was a disc capable 
of magnification. But it is well known that Herschel thought 
the object was a comet ; in fact, he announced his discovery as 
cometary, and it was not until some months later that its 
planetary nature was established by considerations of the orbit 
it pursued. · \Ve would, therefore, suggest to the learned Lawn· 
dean professor that he would do well to modify the following 
statement-" Great then was the astonishment of the scientific 
world when the Bath organist announced his di!covery that the 
five planets which had been known from all antiquity must 
now admit the company of a sixth." 

The Cmtury contains the third part of "Across Asia on a 
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